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The issue of teaching, testing and collecting data on psychological attitudes, values and beliefs is extremely serious and a 

major concern to parents, citizens, and experts.  It was serious enough to be mentioned in Governor Scott’s recent executive 

order on the standards: 

“WHEREAS, Floridians have raised concerns about the Federal government’s interest in using educational standards 

and assessments to collect data on psychological attitudes, values, and beliefs; and”1  

Despite promises by proponents that the Common Core Standards are “academic” and “rigorous,” documentation from the 

U.S. Department of Education, the National School Boards Association, the Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional 

Learning, school districts, and other sources indicate that a number of standards will be used for psychological training of 

children starting at a young age as evidenced by the following quotes: 

 “In national policy, there is increasing attention on 21st-century competencies (which encompass a range of 

noncognitive factors, including grit), and persistence is now part of the Common Core State Standards for 

Mathematics.”2 (Emphasis added.) 

 “National model standards often contain elements of social and emotional learning. For example, 42 states 

and two territories are in the process of adopting the Common Core Standards in Math and English Language 

Arts, which contain standards on communication (especially speaking and listening), cooperation skills, and 

problem solving.”3 (Emphasis added.) 

 “There are many other Common Core Standards that these social and emotional basic skills can be integrated 

with.”4 (Emphasis added.) 

 “As we began to unpack these standards, we found a clear correlation between Common Core and social, 

emotional learning.”5 (Emphasis added.) 

 “Various elements of SEL can be found in nearly every state’s K-12 standards framework and in the Common 

Core State Standards for the English Language Arts.”6(Emphasis added.) 

 

                                                           
1
 Governor Rick Scott  Executive Order 13-276 http://www.flgov.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/EO-13-276.pdf  

2
 U.S. Department of Education Office of Technology – Promoting Grit, Tenacity, and Perseverance: Critical Factors for Success in the 21

st
 

Century  – February 2013  http://www.ed.gov/edblogs/technology/files/2013/02/OET-Draft-Grit-Report-2-17-13.pdf  
3
 Linda Dusenbury - State Learning Standards to Advance Social and Emotional Learning: The CASEL State Scan of Social and Emotional 

Learning Standards: Preschool through High School – Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning, April 2011 
http://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Brief-on-the-State-Scan-4-18-2011.pdf  
4
 EduThompson Blog  - Integrating Social Emotional Curricula and the Common Core – 7/20/13 

http://insidetheclassroomoutsidethebox.wordpress.com/2013/07/07/integrating-social-emotional-curricula-and-the-common-core/  
5
 Pamela Orme, Anchoage, School District, social studies curriculum coordinator,  Social Emotional Learning in Common Core State 

Standards - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA  
6
 National Association of State Boards of Education – Social-Emotional Learning - From Practice to Policy, October 2013 

http://www.nasbe.org/wp-content/uploads/FPP-Social-Emotional-Learning.pdf  

http://www.flgov.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/EO-13-276.pdf
http://www.ed.gov/edblogs/technology/files/2013/02/OET-Draft-Grit-Report-2-17-13.pdf
http://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Brief-on-the-State-Scan-4-18-2011.pdf
http://insidetheclassroomoutsidethebox.wordpress.com/2013/07/07/integrating-social-emotional-curricula-and-the-common-core/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA
http://www.nasbe.org/wp-content/uploads/FPP-Social-Emotional-Learning.pdf
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A more comprehensive list of these subjective, controversial, psychosocial and sociocultural standards is available in 

Appendix A of this document, but here are a few examples: 

 CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

Comment: Admitted by an educator based on CASEL criteria to be a psychosocial skill for “Responsible 

Decision Making” that “includes problem identification and problem solving; evaluation and reflection; 

personal, social, and ethical responsibility.” This is also admitted by the US Department of Education report 

discussed above to be a “non-cognitive,” “21st Century” skill.  So, if a student fails the questions related to 

this subjective national standard on a federally funded, federally supervised national test such as PARCC, 

which is still under consideration in Florida, or some other national test like ACT that will be doing 

“behavioral assessment,” will that data in their permanent data file to be seen by employers and colleges 

and who knows who else show that they are not personally, socially, and ethically “responsible”? 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.2.3 Write narratives, in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence of 

events, include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words to signal event order, and 

provide a sense of closure. 

Comment: Admitted by Nancy Orme of Anchorage School District to correspond to socioemotional learning 

standards for “Self-Awareness” that require students to “demonstrate awareness of their emotions;” 

“recognize and label emotions/feelings;” and “describe their emotions and feelings and the situations that 

cause them (triggers).”7   

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.3.5c - Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or 

degrees of certainty (e.g. knew, believe, suspected, heard, wondered) 

Comment: This requires abstract thinking and knowing children’s state of mind, others’ states of mind and 

applying it to the meanings of various words.  According to Piaget, children are not really capable of abstract 

thinking until eleven or twelve years of age.  Knowing states of mind is quite a subjective endeavor at any 

age. 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, 

or trying a new approach. 

Comment: This standard has been acknowledged by an educator based on criteria from the Collaborative for 

Academic Social and Emotional Learning to be a psychosocial skill that deals with “Self-

Awareness/Management and “focuses on identifying and recognizing emotions; self-efficacy; control of 

oneself; self-motivation and discipline; goal setting; and organizational skills.”8  

That there is psychological and attitudinal teaching in curriculum and lesson plans aligned to the Common Core is also very 

clear: 

 September 9, 2013 Political Party Activity for middle school students in Indian River County9 in English class 

linked to specific Common Core standards per teacher’s lesson plan:10 

CCSS: LACC.68.RH.1,2, LACC.68.RH.2.4, LACC.68.WHST.1.2, LACC.7.SL.1.1 

 The now Common Core aligned SpringBoard English Language Arts curriculum, having been previously adopted 

by several large Florida counties, such as Orange County11 and Hillsborough County12  is now bidding for the 

                                                           
7
 Pamela Orme, Anchoage, School District, social studies curriculum coordinator,  Social Emotional Learning in Common Core State 

Standards - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA starting at 1:23. 
8
 EduThompson Blog  - Integrating Social Emotional Curricula and the Common Core – op. cit. 

9
 Political Party Activity for middle school students in Indian River County http://watchdogwire.com/florida/2013/09/16/breaking-news-

fl-middle-school-student-survey-asks-what-kind-of-a-party-animal-are-you/  
10

 Lesson plan containing links to specific Common Core standards 
http://teachersites.schoolworld.com/webpages/sgmscivics/masterisn.cfm?subpage=1764110 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA
http://watchdogwire.com/florida/2013/09/16/breaking-news-fl-middle-school-student-survey-asks-what-kind-of-a-party-animal-are-you/
http://watchdogwire.com/florida/2013/09/16/breaking-news-fl-middle-school-student-survey-asks-what-kind-of-a-party-animal-are-you/
http://teachersites.schoolworld.com/webpages/sgmscivics/masterisn.cfm?subpage=1764110
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2013-14 Florida statewide textbook adoption in grades 6-8.13  This English curriculum is published by the College 

Board, now led by chief Common Core English architect David Coleman and responsible for the SAT college 

entrance exam, the GED high school graduation test, and the AP tests.  This curriculum contains many 

controversial, non-cognitive,  psychosocial survey assessments scattered throughout the curriculum that will 

become part of children’s academic record for life: 

o Activity 2.14 – From a Marxist Perspective in Unit 2 the Collective Perspective14 that describes Marx as a 

“philosopher, economist, political theorist, historian, and published author” and contains ten survey 

questions requiring children to “Review these statements about the importance of money, power, and 

social class, and then circle the responses that most nearly reflect your beliefs” by saying where they 

“Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree” 

“I would rather marry someone I love than someone that is rich.” 

“Middle class people are happier than wealthy or poor people” 

“People that have power have earned it and deserve to enjoy it.”  

  “The newest program from The Social Express provides teachers and professionals with reporting summaries 

that are relevant to them. This internet-based interactive education technology tool aligns with the Common 

Core State Standards (CCSS), an initiative that is already being implemented nation-wide in the public schools. 

This new feature of the program will make writing social skill educational goals and reporting on progress easier 

for all professionals working with their students.”15 

 Here is such an example for first grade English Language Arts, entitled Voices, approved for use with the 

Common Core in Utah:16 

o “In the Voices Democracy theme, students use their voices to advocate solutions to social problems that 

they care deeply about.  They are involved in learning the following theme related social knowledge and 

skills: social role models, social advocacy, and respect for each other.” (Emphasis added). 

Comment:  Nothing in the discussion of the Common Core standards by the proponent groups has 

discussed aligned curriculum to be used for social advocacy.  This is a complete betrayal of the 

advertising of these standards and their aligned curriculum as being “clear,” “academic,” and 

“rigorous.” 

o  “Tell students when they write a call to action, they should include emotional words to get readers to 

feel so strongly about a problem that they want to do what is being asked of them.” 

Plans to assess psychological traits in the Common Core aligned assessments are also abundantly evident: 

 “[A]s new assessment systems are developed to reflect the new standards in English language arts, 

mathematics, and science, significant attention will need to be given to the design of tasks and situations that 

call on students to apply a range of 21st century competencies that are relevant to each discipline. A sustained 

program of research and development will be required to create assessments that are capable of measuring 

cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal skills.” (Emphasis added). 

 “There are important opportunities to leverage new and emerging advances in technology (e.g., educational 

data mining, affective computing, online resources, tools for teachers) to develop unprecedented approaches 

for a wide range of students.”17 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
11

 http://www.fldoe.org/board/meetings/2007_02_20/OrangeStRep.pdf  
12

 Marilyn Brown –  New Curriculum Becomes A SpringBoard For Teacher Criticism -  Tampa Tribune 3/6/09 
http://tbo.com/news/education/new-curriculum-becomes-a-springboard-for-teacher-criticism-113138  
13

 See detailed bids at http://www.fldoe.org/bii/instruct_mat/pdf/2013-14DraftSBR.pdf  
14

 SpringBoard English Textual Power Senior English, College Board, pp. 113-116, documentation available on request. 
15

 PR Web - School Districts Pilot Web-Based Social Skills Program by The Social Express - http://www.prweb.com/releases/social-skills-
learning/social-skills/prweb10385075.htm 1/31/13 
16

Voices ELA Curriculum as quoted and filmed in You Tube video “Indoctrination in Common Core ELA 
Texts”: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGph7QHzmo8&feature=youtu.be  

http://www.fldoe.org/board/meetings/2007_02_20/OrangeStRep.pdf
http://tbo.com/news/education/new-curriculum-becomes-a-springboard-for-teacher-criticism-113138
http://www.fldoe.org/bii/instruct_mat/pdf/2013-14DraftSBR.pdf
http://www.prweb.com/releases/social-skills-learning/social-skills/prweb10385075.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/social-skills-learning/social-skills/prweb10385075.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGph7QHzmo8&feature=youtu.be
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 The “affective computing” mentioned above, according to the same federal report, is accomplished using the 

devices in this picture:18 

 

  
 An official for the ACT who is developing  Common Core tests for other states in grades 3-10 such as those that 

have pulled out of PARCC and SBAC  said, "There would be interest inventories for students, as well as 

assessment of behavioral skills for students and teachers to evaluate.”19 (Emphasis added) 

 Psychological assessment and monitoring is also accomplished directly via Common Core aligned curriculum, 

such as in the Voices curriculum for third grade20: 

o “The Student Observation Form on Assessment Handbook page 11 is an informal assessment tool that 

notes growth and change in individual students’ behaviors and attitudes.” (Emphasis added) 

o Under that rubric,21 students are graded at various levels on whether they “Use first person plural voice 

(our) to advocate ways to solve the problem.” (Emphasis added) 

 Activity 4.9 – Justice and Moral Reasoning22 contains a survey in the SpringBoard curriculum discussed above 

called “How Just Are You?” with items such as: 

o I should pay all my taxes because I could go to jail if I do not 

o people will think of me as a good citizen 

o my taxes along with those of others will help to pay for services used by all 

Depending on whether students respond with a majority of “a,” “b,” or “c” responses they are forced to rate 

themselves as “pre-conventional,” “conventional,” and “post-conventional” based on psychologist Lawrence 

Kohlburg’s Three Levels and Six Stages of Moral Reasoning.  This is clearly a psychological test about which 

parents receive no notification and for which their consent is not asked.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
17

 Grit report, op cit 
18

 Ibid 
19

 http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/college_bound/2012/07/act_plans_to_roll_out_career_and_college_readiness_tests_for_3rd-
10th_grades.html 
20

 Indoctrination in Common Core ELA Text, Third grade, op. cit 
21

 Ibid 
22

 SpringBoard English Textual Power Level 5- College Board, p, 256, documentation available on request. 
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Despite the denial of federal involvement in test development on the FL DOE website,23 it is clear that the federal 

government has a very large role in funding and supervising the development of the national tests for the two multi-state 

testing consortia, the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) and the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for 

College and Careers (PARCC), to the latter of which the state of Florida still belongs even though Governor Scott’s order only 

removed the state from serving as fiscal agent, and whose test, the state is still considering.24 This quote from the US DOE 

announcement of the formation of the technical review panel in March of this year indicate that the federal government is 

involved in supervising the writing of the test questions for the Common Core tests that will include testing of these 

psychological attitudes and traits: 

"The review will focus on two broad areas of assessment development: the consortium's research confirming the 

validity of the assessment results and the consortium's approach to developing items and tasks."25  (Emphasis 

added) 

The Partnership for Assessments of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), one of two multi-state consortia that are 

developing the federally funded, federally supervised national Common Core aligned test which will assess these various 

psychological parameters, has signed a memorandum of understanding with the federal government to share individual 

student data with them:  

“Comply with and where applicable coordinate with the ED staff to fulfill the program requirements established in 

the RTTA Notice Inviting Applications and the conditions on the grant award, as well as to this agreement, including, 

but not limited to working with the Department to develop a strategy to make student - level data that results from 

the assessment system available on an ongoing basis for research, including for prospective linking, validity, and 

program improvement studies; subject to applicable privacy laws”26 (Emphasis added) 

This is highly significant because it shows that one of the main goals for uniform national assessments like PARCC is for the 

federal government to have access to highly personal individual student data. The “subject to applicable privacy laws” part 

of that agreement quoted just above is useless. The advocates of this kind of invasive data collection on our children and 

their families constantly say that student privacy is protected by Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and that 

parents should not be concerned. Yet, because of the significant weakening of FERPA regulations that occurred in 2011, 

there are many people who have access to students’ sensitive individually identifiable information, including the 

psychological data described above without parental consent: 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
23

 Florida Department of Education -Demystifying the Movement: Answers to Common Myths About the Common Core State Standards  
http://www.fldoe.org/schools/pdf/dmfaqccss.pdf%23page=1&zoom=auto,0,800.  Last accessed 10/18/13.  No longer available as of 
10/28/13.  Quoted and analyzed at:  http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/news/2013-07/press-release-bennett-doe-disseminating-false-
information-common-core.htm#sthash.vHCgW1EV.dpuf  
24

Analysis - What Governor Scott's Documents Do and Do Not Accomplish – Florida Stop Common Core Coalition 
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/blog/analysis-what-governor-scott-documents-do-do-not-accomplish.htm/  
25

 US Department of Education - RACE TO THE TOP TECHNICAL REVIEW: Announcing a Technical Review for the Consortia of States 
Developing Next-Generation Assessment Systems, March 2013 http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-
assessment/performance.html   
26

 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT Between the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION and the PARTNERSHIP FOR  
ASSESSMENT OF READINESS OF COLLEGE AND CAREERS 1/7/11 PR/Award #: S395B10001 and S395B10001A 
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-assessment/parcc-cooperative-agreement.pdf 

http://www.fldoe.org/schools/pdf/dmfaqccss.pdf%23page=1&zoom=auto,0,800
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/news/2013-07/press-release-bennett-doe-disseminating-false-information-common-core.htm#sthash.vHCgW1EV.dpuf
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/news/2013-07/press-release-bennett-doe-disseminating-false-information-common-core.htm#sthash.vHCgW1EV.dpuf
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/blog/analysis-what-governor-scott-documents-do-do-not-accomplish.htm/
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-assessment/performance.html
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-assessment/performance.html
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Here is the definition of authorized representative in the federal regulations: 

“Authorized representative means any entity or individual designated by a State or local educational 

authority or an agency headed by an official listed in §99.31(a)(3) to conduct—with respect to Federal- or 

State-supported education programs—any audit or evaluation, or any compliance or enforcement activity in 

connection with Federal legal requirements that relate to these programs.”27 (Emphasis added) 

§ 99.31Under what conditions is prior consent not required to disclose information?28 

(a) An educational agency or institution may disclose personally identifiable information from an education 

record of a student without the consent required by §99.30 if the disclosure meets one or more of the 

following conditions: 

(1)(i)(A) The disclosure is to other school officials, including teachers, within the agency or institution 

whom the agency or institution has determined to have legitimate educational interests. 

(B) A contractor, consultant, volunteer, or other party to whom an agency or institution has 

outsourced institutional services or functions may be considered a school official under this 

paragraph provided that the outside party... (Emphasis added) 

This expansion of who has access to personally identifiable information occurred as a direct result of a regulatory weakening 

of FERPA by the Obama Administration. In fact, The Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) is suing the U.S. 

Department of Education in federal court over this very matter. 

So instead of knowledge-based academic and cognitive data, our children will be taught and assessed on controversial 

psychosocial attitudes and beliefs and have that data become part of their permanent records, all without parental 

knowledge or consent.   This data can and most likely will be used to psychologically profile children for everything from 

“kindergarten readiness;” to the type of job for which government or corporate authorities determine they are most suited; 

to whether they are “at risk” for some type of psychiatric diagnosis, even though mental screening of children is notoriously 

inaccurate; to whether they have adequately internalized some government desired concept. 

Florida Statute 490.002 says, “The Legislature further finds that, since such psychological services assist the public primarily 

with emotional survival, which in turn affects physical and psychophysical survival, the practice of psychology and school 

psychology by unqualified persons presents a danger to public health, safety, and welfare.”  This kind of psychological 

teaching and testing by teachers, who are unqualified, in psychology, is extremely concerning if not dangerous and illegal. 

Florida Statute 490.0147says that “Any communication between any person licensed under this chapter and her or his 

patient or client shall be confidential.”  Students who are psychologically tested by the teachers and school districts without 

parental consent do not have that protection.    

This is made even worse by the large loophole in the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment29 which is supposed to protect 

students from surveys asking about “Mental and psychological problems potentially embarrassing to the student and his/her 

family,” because it does not apply to “curriculum and instructional materials” or to “tests and assessments.”   

                                                           
27

 Code of Federal Regulations – §99.3  What definitions apply to these regulations? - http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-
idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34%2334:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1#3
4:1.1.1.1.33.1.134.3  
28

Title 34: Education PART 99—FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY – § 99.30 Under what conditions is prior consent required to 
disclose information? http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-
idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34#34:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1     
  

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34%2334:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1#34:1.1.1.1.33.1.134.3
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34%2334:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1#34:1.1.1.1.33.1.134.3
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34%2334:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1#34:1.1.1.1.33.1.134.3
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34#34:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=11975031b82001bed902b3e73f33e604&rgn=div5&view=text&node=34:1.1.1.1.33&idno=34#34:1.1.1.1.33.4.132.1
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In addition, as was discussed above, the federal government’s involvement in the writing of national test questions, the 

requirement to give individual student data to the federal department of education, and the regulatory weakening of FERPA 

by the Obama administration have combined to all but completely erode any hope a student has for protection from such 

unconsented psychological probing and for data privacy.  

This information combined with the federal plans discussed above to make sure that these federally funded and supervised 

assessments measure psychological attributes which will then be kept in a child’s lifelong data dossier is in this author’s 

opinion as a pediatrician and a parent, the worst, most freedom endangering aspect of the entire Common Core system. 

There are also many standards that veteran educators, standards experts, psychologists, and I as a pediatrician find 

developmentally inappropriate.  These will be listed in Appendix B.  This correlates to The Joint Statement of Early Childhood 

Health and Education Professionals on the Common Core Standards Initiative signed by more than five hundred early 

childhood professionals opposed the Common Core that contains these four important points:30 

1. The K-3 standards will lead to long hours of direct instruction in literacy and math. This kind of “drill and grill” 

teaching has already pushed active, play-based learning out of many kindergartens. 

2. The standards will intensify the push for more standardized testing, which is highly unreliable for children under age 

eight. 

3. Didactic instruction and testing will crowd out other crucial areas of young children’s learning: active, hands-on 

exploration, and developing social, emotional, problem-solving, and self-regulation skills—all of which are difficult to 

standardize or measure but are the essential building blocks for academic and social accomplishment and 

responsible citizenship. 

4. There is little evidence that standards for young children lead to later success. The research is inconclusive; many 

countries with top-performing high-school students provide rich play-based, nonacademic experiences—not 

standardized instruction—until age six or seven. 

In conclusion, because of the many academic problems, the psychological training and testing without parental consent and 

teaching of many standards that are completely developmentally inappropriate, The Florida Stop Common Core Coalition 

strongly recommends the following:  

1) Florida should withdraw from the Common Core Standards in Mathematics and English Language Arts currently 

called the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards.  

2) Florida’s current math standards are rated higher than the Common Core standards even by the proponent 

Fordham Institute. Florida’s current English Language Arts standards have been rated as better than the Common 

Core standards by nationally renowned standards experts Sandra Stotsky who was a member of the Massachusetts 

State School Board and helped formulate the state standards that brought Massachusetts from near the bottom to 

having the best achievement scores in the nation on the National Assessment of Educational Progress for fourth, 

eighth, and twelfth grade students. That Florida’s standards are already good is also evidenced by the fact that 

Florida fourth grade students have scored so well on the TIMSS international tests with the current standards, being 

second in the world in reading as Governor Scott justifiably likes to boast. This was achieved without Common Core.  

3) Far less damage would be done to Florida students by keeping the current standards, but even better standards 

could be developed.  This would ideally be done at the local level, but even truly Florida developed state standards 

would be better than the Common Core monstrosity.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
29

 20 U.S.C. § 1232h; 34 CFR Part 98 
30

 Valerie Strauss – A Tough Critique of Common Core on Early Childhood Education – The Answer Sheet, Washington Post 1/29/13  
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2013/01/29/a-tough-critique-of-common-core-on-early-childhood-
education/  
 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2013/01/29/a-tough-critique-of-common-core-on-early-childhood-education/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2013/01/29/a-tough-critique-of-common-core-on-early-childhood-education/
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4) Changes to the name or adding some standards up to the fifteen percent that Florida previously declined to adopt 

that would not be on the national tests anyway will not be helpful given how many problems there are with the 

actual Common Core standards themselves.  If the commissioner is serious about really changing the standards to 

make them the best for Florida’s students, the only way to do that is to withdraw from Common Core as the state 

was required to adopt one hundred percent of these copyrighted standards verbatim.  Many of the standards 

highlighted in this document as well as in the comments of other experts are too problematic to keep. 

5)  Any test chosen to test the standards should be based on the ultimate set of standards that Florida chooses, not 

some national test aligned to the Common Core, and especially not one that tests psychological attitudes, values 

and beliefs. 

6) Any curriculum adopted by the state, whether Common Core aligned or not, should not be teaching or assessing 

psychological or psychosocial attitudes, values and beliefs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=2
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=2
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=3
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=3
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=4
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=4
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=5
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=5
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=6
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/EAE4EA1E-7BEA-4B4D-8542-C6E46F841BB2--D8FA73FF-C0D2-49E3-B697-8AFB974E3C51/florida-s-common-core-standards-policy-analysis-4.pdf#page=6
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Appendix A - Psychologically Based/Socioemotional/Sociocultural Standards 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.K.10 Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.  

Comment: This standard requires a subjective psychological assessment on the part of the teacher to know if a child 

is reading with purpose and understanding.  Purpose and understanding are both subjective terms. 

ELA Literacy.L.3.5c Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of certainty 

(e.g. knew, believe, suspected, heard, wondered) 

Comment: This requires abstract thinking and knowing children’s state of mind, others’ states of mind and applying 

it to the meanings of various words.  According to Piaget, children are not really capable of abstract thinking until 

eleven or twelve years of age.  Knowing states of mind is quite a subjective endeavor at any age. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.2.3 Write narratives, in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence of events, 

include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide a sense of 

closure. 

Comment: Admitted by Nancy Orme of Anchorage School District to correspond to socioemotional learning 

standards for “Self-Awareness” that require students to “demonstrate awareness of their emotions;” “recognize and 

label emotions/feelings;” and “describe their emotions and feelings and the situations that cause them (triggers).”31   

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.1.4 - Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings 

clearly.  

Comment:  This is another standard that deals with subjective feelings and would fall, as discussed by the Alaskan 

official above into the socioemotional category.   

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.3.3b - Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and 

events or show the response of characters to situations.  

Comment:  This is the yet another skill that demands subjective discussion of feelings as discussed above.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.3.3d -Provide a sense of closure 

Comment: Providing a sense of closure is another subjective effort requiring opinions from both student and 

teacher.   

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.K.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts 

with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 

Comment: This completely developmentally inappropriate national standard (See Appendix B also) requires multiple 

subjective and potentially politically correct personal opinions on the part of the teacher, such as who constitutes 

diverse partners, whether a conversation is collaborative or not, and what constitutes a “kindergarten topic.”  These 

                                                           
31

 Pamela Orme, Anchoage, School District, social studies curriculum coordinator,  Social Emotional Learning in Common Core State 
Standards - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA starting at 1:23. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZMhn-9SRoA
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personal opinions are likely to be enforced by subjective assessments such as the Common Core aligned curriculum 

Voices discussed above in Kindergarten or the federally funded, federally supervised national tests, PARCC and SBAC 

for older grades. 

LACC.910.RL.2.6 Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience reflected in a work of literature from outside the 

United States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature 

Comment: This national standard will be based on personal opinion and will most likely result in politically correct 

multiculturalism and cultural equivalence as enforced by the psychosocially based assessments in Common Core 

aligned in curriculum in younger grades or in federally funded, federally supervised national tests like PARCC and 

SBAC, or other Common Core aligned national tests for older students. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2.2 Recount stories, including fables and folktales from diverse cultures, and determine their central 

message, lesson, or moral. 

Comment: This is extremely subjective with much room for sociopolitical indoctrination depending on the point of 

view of the teacher or what is expected on the federally funded, federally supervised Common Core aligned national 

tests. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2.9 Compare and contrast two or more versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella stories) by different 

authors or from different cultures. 

Comment: This is another subjective national standard that is vulnerable for politically correct multicultural or 

culturally equivalent interpretation as discussed for Standard Literacy.RL.2.2. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in the text. 

Comment: This is another subjective national standard that is vulnerable for politically correct multicultural or 

culturally equivalent interpretation as discussed for Standard Literacy.RL.2.2. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.9 Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) 

and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from different cultures. 

Comment: This is another subjective national standard that is vulnerable for politically correct multicultural or 

culturally  equivalent interpretation as discussed for Standard Literacy.RL.2.2. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in 

a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 

Comment:  This national standard, enforced by the federally funded, federally supervised national tests, again calls 

for personal opinion that is likely to be open to politically correct interpretation.   

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.7 Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text 

(e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem). 

Comment:  Aside from the fact that there is no guidance given for how to choose the multimedia elements in this 

national standard, the interpretation of “meaning, tone, and beauty” is entirely subjective and requires personal 

opinion on the part of the student and teacher that is open to politically correct interpretation enforced by the 

federally funded, federally supervised national tests like PARCC, which is still under consideration by the state of 

Florida, and SBAC. 
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a 

new approach. 

Comment: This standard has been acknowledged by an educator based on criteria from the Collaborative for 

Academic Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL) to be a psychosocial skill that teaches   “Self-

Awareness/Management” and “focuses on identifying and recognizing emotions; self-efficacy; control of oneself; 

self-motivation and discipline; goal setting; and organizational skills.” Are parents sending their children to school to 

be psychologically trained or to be educated?  The Common Core standards are portrayed to be all about academic 

rigor, not about subjective, psychosocial skills. 

  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.L.3 - Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different contexts, to 

make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening. 

Comment: This standard has been acknowledged by an educator based on criteria from the Collaborative for 

Academic Social and Emotional Learning to be a psychosocial skill  teaching “Social Awareness: empathy; difference 

recognition; and respect for others.”  It is not the job of government schools using national standards to set the 

norms for and to do this psychological training, and certainly not without a frank discussion with parents and 

consent.   

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.9 Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a historical account of 

the same period as a means of understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history. 

Comment: This assumes that the student has had adequate teaching in history to be able to understand the 

difference between history and historical fiction, which may or may not have been received at this level and may or 

may not have been received in an English class.  Much of this is subjective personal opinion open to interpretation. 

Because the testing is so high stakes, teachers and districts will most likely choose curriculum that matches the 

federal model curriculum, which Florida has not rejected; the Common Core text exemplars, which districts may still 

use even after the State Board of Education’s decision; and the federally funded and supervised national tests. 

LACC.910.RL.3.7 Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two different artistic mediums, including what is 

emphasized or absent in each treatment (e.g., Auden’s “Musée des Beaux Arts” and Breughel’s Landscape with the Fall of 

Icarus) 

Comment: This standard is extremely subjective with no criteria for doing this analysis, leaving issues open to the 

whim of the sociocultural views of what is required by the teacher or on the federally funded, federally supervised 

Common Core aligned national tests like PARCC and SBAC. 

LACC.910.RI.3.9 Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, 

the Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”), including how they 

address related themes and concepts. 

Comment: Not only is this incoherent as an English standard, but having the students “analyze related themes and 

concepts” without any guidance again leaves a wide opening for politically correct interpretation and direction 

based on the federally funded and supervised  national Common Core aligned assessments like PARCC that and 

Florida continues to consider and SBAC or other national tests like ACT which admits plans to do “assessment of 
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behavioral skills.”  For example, model curriculum for the Gettysburg Address requires teachers to teach that 

seminal document by “cold reading,” meaning without context in order to “level the playing field.”32   

LACC.1112.RL.1.3 Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or 

drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the action is ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed).  

Comment: Requiring students to “analyze the impact” calls for a personal opinion that is subject to what the teacher 

wants or will be taught to the federal model curriculum for PARCC or SBAC or to whatever national test aligned to 

the Common Core tests is chosen. 

LACC.1112.RL.2.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and 

connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple 

meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)  

Comment: According to nationally renowned English standards expert, Dr. Sandra Stotsky, “Here again, we are 

dealing with personal response. First, students are to determine word meanings in a text. Then they are to analyze 

their personal responses to specific words in the text, with (for some unknown reason) attention to words with 

multiple meanings.  Why Shakespeare is to be included, we also don’t know.”33  This is another very subjective 

standard that requires personal responses.  How is a student to know what the standard is for “fresh, engaging, or 

beautiful”? 

LACC.1112.RL.2.5 Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of 

where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and 

meaning as well as its aesthetic impact.  

Comment: This is another subjective standard calling for interpretation of the author’s personal choice and opinion 

and the personal opinion of the reader, again open to politically correct opinion of the curriculum or what will be on 

the national tests. 

LACC.1112.RI.1.1 Description: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 

as well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.  

Comment: This so-called standard being imposed on Florida and 44 other states requires personal opinion from both 

the student and the teacher.  The criteria for “strong and thorough” textual evidence will be determined by the 

federally funded, federally supervised national tests, PARCC and  SBAC, the former of which Florida is still 

considering. 

LACC.1112.RI.2.5 Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in his or her exposition or 

argument, including whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and engaging.  

Comment:  The only way to determine the “effectiveness of the structure” and whether that structure is “clear, 

convincing, and engaging” is by subjective personal opinion. The decision about whether a student has adequately 

carried out this national standard will be by the federally funded, federally supervised national test like PARCC or 

SBAC or some other national test like ACT plans to do “behavioral assessment.”   

                                                           
32

 See http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/teacher-one-maddening-day-working-with-the-common- 
core/2012/03/15/gIQA8J4WUS_blog.html 
33

 See Dr. Stotsky’s full comments for Florida’s Common Core standards at http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/3B2497D3-41D5-4AD3-
A4D5-53948BCAB7C1--BF365081-6DE8-45DC-A6F5-B05E63383795/comments-on-florida-ela-standards-3.pdf?lc=10162013085507 , p. 42 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/teacher-one-maddening-day-working-with-the-common-%20core/2012/03/15/gIQA8J4WUS_blog.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/teacher-one-maddening-day-working-with-the-common-%20core/2012/03/15/gIQA8J4WUS_blog.html
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/3B2497D3-41D5-4AD3-A4D5-53948BCAB7C1--BF365081-6DE8-45DC-A6F5-B05E63383795/comments-on-florida-ela-standards-3.pdf?lc=10162013085507
http://www.flstopcccoalition.org/files/3B2497D3-41D5-4AD3-A4D5-53948BCAB7C1--BF365081-6DE8-45DC-A6F5-B05E63383795/comments-on-florida-ela-standards-3.pdf?lc=10162013085507
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LACC.1112.RI.2.6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, 

analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness or beauty of the text.  

Comment:  This national standard requires more personal opinion, the interpretation of which will be enforced by 

federally funded, federally supervised national tests and federally funded model curriculum and even the official 

text exemplars of the Common Core standards that districts are still free to use, even though the State Board of 

Education no longer requires their use statewide.  

 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.2 - Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an 

accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions. 

Comment: This is subjective and requires information a student may or may not receive in an English class plus the 

interpretation of the teacher who must teach to the federally funded and supervised national tests and may still use 

the Common Core official text exemplars or the federally funded model curriculum that is accompanying the 

federally funded, federally supervised national tests, PARCC and SBAC, the former of which is still under 

consideration in Florida. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.6 - Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded 

language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

Comment:  How a student will accomplish this national standard without subjective, personal opinion on their part 

or that of the teacher, who may be teaching to scripted curriculum, such as the SpringBoard curriculum described 

above that is open to politically correct interpretation, is not easily discernible.  

CCSS.Math.Practice.MP1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

Comment: Admitted by an educator based on CASEL criteria to be a psychosocial skill for “Responsible Decision 

Making” that “includes problem identification and problem solving; evaluation and reflection; personal, social, and 

ethical responsibility.” This is also admitted by a US Department of Education to be a “non-cognitive,” “21st Century” 

skill.  So, if a student fails the questions related to this subjective national standard on a federally funded, federally 

supervised national test such as PARCC, which is still under consideration in Florida, or some other national test like 

ACT that will be doing “behavioral assessment,” will that data in their permanent data file to be seen by employers 

and colleges and who knows who else show that they are not personally, socially, and ethically “responsible”? 
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Appendix B – Examples of Developmentally Inappropriate Common Core Standards 

The concerns about the following standards being developmentally inappropriate are based on my opinion as a 

pediatrician and concurrence with the opinions of several experts who will be cited below.  They will be divided into 

subject areas. 

Mathematics 

This anchor standard is of concern to me as a pediatrician. 

Mathematical Practices – Reason abstractly and quantitatively 

Comment:  According to Piaget, children are not able to reason abstractly until age eleven or 

twelve.  That is very problematic for students in grades K-4.  When forced to do math that 

they are not prepared to understand due to development, there is a significant risk of stress 

induced symptoms, which teachers , parents, psychologists, and pediatricians have 

reported,34 as well as  a loss of aptitude for and enjoyment of mathematics. 

I concur with child psychologist Dr. Megan Koschnick35 regarding this math standard: 

Math.Content.K.OA.A.5  Fluently add and subtract within 5 

Comment:  This standard will require great amounts of teaching time and time for repetitive 

training instead of teaching kindergarten students basic facts like counting, one to one 

number correspondence, etc. 

I also concur with Ze’ev Wurman, a nationally renowned math standards expert who found the following 

standards developmentally inappropriate.  Those relevant standards and his comments from his written 

Florida testimony36 are reproduced below 

MACC.K.CC.1.1 - Count to 100 by ones and by tens.  

                                                           
34

http://dianeravitch.net/2013/10/13/dr-joseph-ricciotti-how-ccss-ruins-kindergarten/   
35

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQbJlmVJZo&feature=youtu.be  
36

  

http://dianeravitch.net/2013/10/13/dr-joseph-ricciotti-how-ccss-ruins-kindergarten/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQbJlmVJZo&feature=youtu.be
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Comments: The counting to 100 is unwisely aggressive. As a consequence, in grade 1 it is 

only extended to 120. A more reasonable sequence would be to count to 20 in Kindergarten 

and to 100 in grade 1.   

MACC.K.CC.1.2 Count forward beginning from a given number within the known sequence (instead 

of having to begin at 1).  

Comments: Unwisely aggressive for numbers up to 100. A limit of 20 would be more 

appropriate.  

 

MACC.K.G.1.1 Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, 

cones, cylinders, and spheres) -Describe objects in the environment using names of shapes, and 

describe the relative positions of these objects using terms such as above, below, beside, in front of, 

behind, and next to. 

Comments:  Inappropriate for 3D shapes, and unnecessary for 2D shapes beyond rectangles 

(or even just squares).  

MACC.K.G.1.2 Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, 

cones, cylinders, and spheres) - Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall 

size.   

Comments: Inappropriate for 3D shapes, and unnecessary for 2D shapes beyond rectangles 

(or even just squares).  

MACC.K.G.1.3 Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, 

cones, cylinders, and spheres) - Identify shapes as two-dimensional (lying in a plane, “flat”) or three-

dimensional (“solid”). 

Comments: Inappropriate. Children at this age can intuit the difference between 2D and 3D 

but many have difficult time to verbalize it and/or visualize it. 

MACC.K.G.2.4 Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes - Analyze and compare two- and 

three-dimensional shapes, in different sizes and orientations, using informal language to describe 

their similarities, differences, parts (e.g., number of sides and vertices/“corners”) and other 

attributes (e.g., having sides of equal length).  

Comments: Inappropriate and unnecessarily demanding.  

MACC.K.G.2.6 Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes - Compose simple shapes to form 

larger shapes.  For example, “Can you join these two triangles with full sides touching to make a 

rectangle?” 

Comments: Inappropriate and unnecessarily demanding. Grade 2 standard in Singapore.  

MACC.K.MD.1.2 Describe and compare measurable attributes - Directly compare two objects with a 

measurable attribute in common, to see which object has “more of”/“less of” the attribute, and 

describe the difference.  For example, directly compare the heights of two children and describe one 

child as taller/shorter. 
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Comments:  Inappropriate and unnecessarily demanding. Grade 2 standard in Singapore.  

MACC.K.OA.1.3 Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction 

as taking apart and taking from - Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in more 

than one way, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record each decomposition by a drawing or 

equation (e.g., 5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 1).  

Comments: Recording by equations and number sentences is inappropriate.  

 

MACC.K.OA.1.4 Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction 

taking apart and taking from - For any number from 1 to 9, find the number that makes 10 when 

added to the given number, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record the answer with a 

drawing or equation.  

Comments: Borders on educationally inappropriate, particularly the recording by equation 

or number sentence. 

MACC.1.G.1.2 Reason with shapes and their attributes - Compose two-dimensional shapes 

(rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 

shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a 

composite shape, and compose new shapes from the composite shape.  

Comments:  Premature and inappropriate. Grade 2 standard in Singapore.  

MACC.1.G.1.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares 

using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. 

Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand for these examples that 

decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares.  

Comments: Probably premature, certainly marginal. Unnecessarily aggressive. 

MACC.1.MD.1.1 Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units - Order three objects by 

length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object.  

Comments: Transitive (indirect) comparison is premature and inappropriate. 

MACC.1.MD.2.3 Tell and write time - Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and 

digital clocks.  

Comments: Missing reference to am/pm.  

MACC.1.NBT.1.1 Extend the counting sequence - Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. 

In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.  

Comments: Should be to 100. The wrong-headed requirement of 100 in Kindergarten forced 

this senseless “120” value here. 

MACC.1.NBT.3.4 Place value understanding and properties of operations to add and subtract - Add 

within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit 

number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place 
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value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate 

the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.  Understand that in adding two-

digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a 

ten.  

 

 

 

Comments: Ill-defined standard open to multiple interpretations that sends mixed signals. 

Unclear what those “strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the 

relationship between addition and subtraction” are. Further, if a “written method” 

(whatever it is) is known, why the need for those strategies? Finally, no reason to limit to a 

two-digit number and one-digit number if one truly expects understanding that in “adding 

two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to 

compose a ten.” 

MACC.1.OA.3.6 Add and subtract within 20 - Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for 

addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 

+ 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g.13 – 4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using 

the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g.  knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 

4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating the known 

equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13). 

Comments: Insists on pedagogy that is appropriate for mental math but inappropriate, 

awkward, and constraining for written math. This standard belongs to Kindergarten. Instead, 

the standards should call on committing addition facts up to 20 to memory in this grade, like 

Singapore does in grade 1. 

MACC.2.MD.3.8 Work with time and money - Solve word problems involving dollar bills, quarters, 

dimes, nickels, and pennies, using $ and ¢ symbols appropriately. 

Comments: Grade 2 is too late to start with money and build on children natural curiosity 

and their familiarity with money.  It is a grade 1 standard in Singapore. In grade 2 it should 

include “combinations of dollar bills, quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies” like Singapore 

grade 2 does.  

English Language Arts Standards 

I concur with the concerns of child psychologist Dr. Megan Koschnick37 regarding this set of English 

standards and sub-standards and offer my own comments: 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.K.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 

kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.K.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others and 

taking turns speaking about the topics and texts under discussion). 

                                                           
37

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQbJlmVJZo&feature=youtu.be  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQbJlmVJZo&feature=youtu.be
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.K.1b Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges. 

Comment:  Asking children this young to behave like little adult corporate board members is 

completely inappropriate, especially when many adults have not mastered these non-

cognitive workforce based competencies. (Effrem) 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.1.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of 

others through multiple exchanges. 

Comment: This has the same problem as the set of standards mentioned just above. 

I also concur with the developmental concerns of Dr. Sandra Stotsky who raised concerns about the 

following standards and benchmarks and whose comments I reproduce here, as well as note my own: 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.K.4b Use the most frequently occurring inflections and affixes (e.g., -ed, -s, re-, 

un-, pre-, -ful, -less) as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word. 

Comment: Dr. Stotsky rightly points out that kindergarten students especially would not be 

able to achieve this benchmark because they are not reading yet and because they do not 

learn word meaning from affixes, but rather by context. 

LACC.K.RL.2.4 Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.  

Comment: How do you compel a kindergartner to ask a question about an unknown word? 

(Stotsky) 

LACC.1.RL.2.5 Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that give 

information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.   

Comment:  In grade 1? (Stotsky) First grade students have not been exposed to that many 

text types as they are still learning to read. (Effrem) 

LACC.3.RL.2.6 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the 

characters.  

Comment: This is extraordinarily subjective and would be difficult for third grade students to 

understand, much less fulfill. (Effrem) 

LACC.2.RI.1.3 Describe the connection between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 

concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text.  

Comment:  This is not a standard, and it is not an activity for second graders. (Stotsky) 

Children at this age would not have this type of knowledge to be able to carry this out and 

would be unnecessarily stressed if forced to do so. (Effrem) 

LACC.2.RI.3.8 Describe how reasons support specific points the author makes in a text.  

Comment: Doesn’t make sense. Describe HOW reasons support something? This is 

metalinguistic, not for grade 2 (Stotsky) 
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ACC.3.RL.3.7 Description: Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is 

conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).  

Comment: This is inappropriate in grade 3. They should be well past looking at a story’s 

illustrations for information by now (for a test). (Stotsky) 

LACC.910.RI.1.3 Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including 

the order in which the points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the 

connections that are drawn between them.  

Comment:  Dr. Stotsky notes that this is “a standard that most grade 9 students can’t do.” 

I also concur with Professor Joanna Yatvin, an adjunct professor and supervisor of student teachers at the 

Portland State University Graduate School of Education, Portland, Ore., and is a past president of the 

National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE).  She had numerous concerns regarding the lack of 

developmental appropriateness of several English standards:38 

RL.4. 4 - Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including those 

that allude to significant characters found in mythology (e.g., Herculean).  

Comment:  “I can’t help wondering how 9- and 10-year-olds are supposed to do their 

“determining.” Competent, engaged readers of any age do not stop to puzzle out unknown 

words in a text. Mostly, they rely on the surrounding context to explain them. But, if that 

doesn’t work, they skip them, figuring that some- where down the page they will be made 

clear.” 

RI.5.5 Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in two or more texts. 

Comment:  “For 5th graders, this standard would be even more difficult to meet than the 

previous one because it asks them to carry out two different operations on two or more 

texts that almost certainly differ in content, style, and organization.” 

L.K.1 (When speaking) Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language activities. 

Comment:  “Most of the kindergartners I know have no idea what the term “complete 

sentence” means. Children and adults commonly speak short phrases and single words to 

each other. I can’t imagine any kindergarten teacher insisting during a group language activ-

ity that children speak in “complete sentences” or that they “expand” their sentences. 

Those directions would in all likelihood end the activity quickly as most children fell silent.” 
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